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Objectives/Learning Targets:

Students will be able to identify the different parts of an atom. 



Warm Up

Watch the study jams video and then, test your knowledge by 
taking the quiz.  

http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/matter/atoms.htm


Background Information
Atom- the smallest component of an element having the chemical 
properties of the element, consisting of a nucleus containing 
combinations of neutrons and protons and one or more electrons 
bound to the nucleus by electrical attraction.
 
Proton- Located in the nucleus and have a positive charge.

Neutron - Located in the nucleus and have a no charge.
 
Electron -Located in the electron cloud floating around the nucleus 
and have a negative charge. 

Nucleus- the center of an atom where the protons and neutrons 
are located. This is the smallest part of the atom. 



Background Information
Atomic Number- the number of protons in the nucleus of 
an atom.

Atomic Mass - The atomic mass is the number of protons 
and neutrons in an atom.

# of Neutrons - To find the number of neutrons in the 
atom, subtract the atomic number from the atomic mass.  

# of Protons -  The the same as the atomic number on 
the periodic table. 

# of Electrons- Is the same as the number of protons. 

Carbon Example

Atomic #: 6
Atomic Mass: 12.011
# of Protons: 6
# of Neutrons : 6 (12-6=6)
# of Electrons: 6



Practice  

1. What are the 3 tiny particles that make 
up an atom?

2. Which of these is in the center of the 
atom?

3. What zooms around the nucleus of an 
atom?

4. Which one has a positive charge? 
Negative charge? No charge?



Practice - Answer Key  

1. What are the 3 tiny particles that make up 
an atom? Protons, neutrons, & electrons

2. Which of these is in the center of the atom? 
Protons & neutrons

3. What zooms around the nucleus of an atom? 
Electrons

4. Which one has a positive charge? Negative 
charge? No charge? Positive- protons, 
negative- electrons, no charge (neutral)- 
neutrons



Practice  
Now let’s build an atom. Choose one of these elements and draw the atom on your 
piece of paper. Don’t forget to label how many Protons, Neutrons, and Electrons 
that atom has. 

Check how these 

atoms should look 

on the next slide!



Practice - Answer Key

Your atoms should looks similar to these.

Boron Atom:
5 protons
5 neutrons
5 electrons

Helium Atom:
2 protons
2 neutrons
2 electrons



Additional Practice

1. Atoms Quizlet  

2. Complete the atomic structure worksheet. check your 
answers with the key. (Use your agenda for a periodic 
table.)

3. Use this song to help you remember information about 
atoms!

https://quizlet.com/349776827/test
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yk9Hab9_tnudnJTKyg7P4zb-atfKatyi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Rbrru5_cgEoSfaQzc8nFViB0qhDCsa2F/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Le9a8C0Pk2c

